
SELECT FROM A LIST
Question 1-6: Choose TWO letters, A – E

Question 1-2: Which TWO facilities in the student residence have been upgraded recently?

A. the study bedrooms

B. the main entrance

C. the shared kitchens

D. the bathrooms

E. the laundry room

Question 3-4 : Which TWO services are provided free of charge to residents?

A. replacement key

B. parking place

C. weekly room cleaning

D. electricity

E. extra bedding

Question 5-6 : Which TWO problems should be reported to the management?

A. lost or stolen items

B. faulty equipment

C. poor Internet connection

D. problems with other residents

E. complaints about staff

Question 7-10: Choose TWO letters, A – E

Question 7 -8: Which TWO colours were most popular among visitors?

A. blue

B. deep pink

C. lime green



D. purple

E. red

Question 9-10: Which TWO reasons did the children give for selecting their favorite colour?

A. They like wearing it.

B. They notice it more than other colours.

C. It makes them feel relaxed.

D. It has a connection with a sport.

E. Someone they admire wears it.

Question 21-24: Listen and choose TWO letters, A-E.

Question 21 – 22: According to the article the female students have read, which TWO facts about
consumption of frozen food are true?

A. The average person currently consumes 15 kilograms of frozen food per year.

B. Sales of frozen foods have fallen by almost 2% in the last two years.

C. Sales of frozen foods have fallen more in some regions than in others.

D. Certain types of frozen food have seen increasing sales.

E. Some types of frozen food are more affected by falling sales than others.

Question 23-24: Which TWO things does the female student agree to do?

A. write a questionnaire

B. select consumers to interview

C. enter findings on a computer

D. produce graphical information

E. check the original research


